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A track is a mark, or a series of marks, left by something that has passed through before. It is the  
trace imprinted by people, machines, animals and weathers. A track is the groove in a record that 
remembers the song. You can forge a track, or follow one. To track is to interpret signs. It is to observe 
something’s course, following the flight of a bird or the movement of a storm system. We are tracked 
by cameras, and, perhaps, by other unseen followers. TRACK is an exhibition of performance, or rath-
er, the signs and traces that performance leaves behind. The videos that you see in this space are  
artefacts, records of past actions. 

The artists for this exhibition are drawn from parts of our country defined by points on a compass: the 
states of South and West Australia. Perhaps the idea of path-finding is ingrained in those of us whose 
position seems contingent on our relation to some other fixed and distant point. Jacobus Capone and 
Tanya Lee are from Perth. Kate Power, Jenna Pippett and Sasha Grbich are from Adelaide. 

I watch as a pale skinny man crawls around an island. His bony, raw hands lead gravel-imprinted 
knees. The island is not Australia. It does not feel like our hazy wide coastland: it is colder, greyer, 
made up of different greens. In 2011, Jacobus Capone crawled around the perimeter of  
Suomenlinna Island, which is part of the city of Helsinki, Finland. Saudade is an edited distillation of 
this 13-hour performance. Blindfolded and not from here: there is so much he cannot know about  
the land he crawls over. The performance is a painful exploration based on acknowledged blindness 
and ignorance. Capone’s practice is most powerful when engaging in works of durational,  
site-specific performance. His gestures are fragile, futile even. They are human-scale, set against  
vast forces of continents and time. He starts from not knowing and forges a path via the immediacy  
of tactile experience.

When I first saw the video I got thinking about the dirt snuffling, low down smelly animal-ness of 
crawling on your knees. I got excited about his non-human-ness and his submission to the powers of 
land. To me, Capone seems indomitable in his vulnerability – pathetic, yet unyielding. But then, as I 
disappeared down this bodily, earthy vortex I was snared by the potential of this man as a mapmaker.  
I wonder what information is he storing in the blindfolded head? Making maps is a highly political and 
territorial act, which brings a dangerous cast to his painfully unguarded activities. I see a solitary figure 
in an unyielding landscape. His journey took a whole day, yet when considered in geological time, his 
pain-staking crawl around the island is as fleeting as a song and as temporary as a footprint.

TRACK Written in conversation by Sasha Grbich and Andrew Purvis 
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Like Capone’s raw fingertips, which inch through the soil, finding a new way to engage with the  
environment, Sasha Grbich’s Small Measures attempts to shift our method of understanding place 
away from the ocular, to rely instead on a different sense. I am not a singer, I can barely carry a tune, 
but I find myself led by the ears when it comes to orienting myself in places. Engaging with local 
community choirs in Australia and New Zealand, Grbich asked her participants to improvise a series of 
simple notes, in an attempt to harmonise with the fragile or threatened ecosystem within their local 
areas. In singing a response we close our eyes and open our mouths, we hazard an improvisation and 
we make ourselves thin-skinned. We listen and are heard, we sing duets with places. 

Grbich’s initial iteration of Small Measures has grown with the addition of work filmed while on  
residency in Auckland. Working with Ihumatao activists and the Oceanian Choir, this new version is 
louder and longer than the original made with Vitalstatistix in 2015. It is not a tune, the sounds aren’t 
always pretty and they don’t mix harmoniously. While filming the work I am reminded of protest 
songs, lullabies, laments and bird song. 

Kate Power’s new work, Unknowing, emphasises a sense of tactility, an understanding gleaned by 
touch. Like Capone’s Saudade, this new work was conceived while far from home, on residency in 
Brooklyn, New York. I imagine the artist walking the streets of a foreign city, her fingers idly running 
along the surfaces of strange buildings, feeling the difference in stone, brick and render. Kate’s work 
navigates inward as well as outward. There is intimacy in the installation, with small screens nestled 
inside the amplified texture of a false wall. These videos present tightly enclosed and ambiguous 
personal spaces. They feel like peep-holes, offering glimpses of private rituals occurring behind public 
facades. A hand runs its fingers over different surfaces and objects. The hand gloved in fat sausagy  
fingers is clunky, cartoonish and fumbly. It is an uncomfortable version of a hand and what feeling 
clumsy looks like. These not-quite-fingers are touching a not-quite-wall. I find myself imagining that 
this hand is thinking of something else while its fingers tease surfaces absent-mindedly. The bloated 
digits suggest a struggle to communicate by touch, like trying to speak in a foreign language. 
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In Personal Space, Tanya Lee has meticulously recreated the front fences of four houses in suburban 
Perth, transforming them into individual costumes. These fence-suits fully encase the wearer,  
emphatically describing the perimeter of their personal space and granting them an extreme level  
of privacy. This is like suburban camouflage; she is hiding in plain sight. She reminds me of cautious 
faces peeking out from between lace curtains. In her broader practice, Lee uses her elaborate  
costumes to invert or absurdly amplify the protocols and politics of every day social environments. 
Here, she challenges notions of private and public space. The costumes are all exterior-ness and  
she is safely hidden inside. She has made herself huge, clunky and invisible. There is a sense of  
assimilation, similar to the process of harmonisation found in Small Measures, but also a sense of 
satire too. Suburban façades are about display; a front lawn mown to perfection may conceal a back-
yard teeming with rubbish. In examining suburban social mores, Lee seems like an absurd anthropol-
ogist, attempting (and failing) to blend in, or a duck hunter concealed within their hide, tooting on a 
birdcall whistle. 

The action of tracking is, in some ways, a process of reenactment. As a child, I remember placing my 
feet in footprints I found on the beach, performing an ill-fitting, loping imitation of an adult stride.  
To follow a trail, observing and emulating the signs and marks that are left, is to reassemble an  
understanding of what has come before. Through a combination of subtle performance and  
projection, Jenna Pippett’s practice involves placing herself within archival photographs of her own 
family history, her features dissolving into those of her ancestors. Jenna showed me an old black  
and white photo, while she told me of the death of her great-grandmother. The body was laid out  
in front of the family home, with two chairs placed at the head and feet to support the coffin. Her  
descendants gathered around this macabre, makeshift piece of furniture for a last family portrait.  
In Levitate, Pippett plays the role of her great-grandmother, laid out in her coffin. The artist is shown  
in a downward projection on a horizontal screen. She covers one eye and slowly turns. Through 
mimicry, Pippett performs a kind of pseudo-reincarnation. The installation suggests both a parlour 
trick and a funeral parlour. This is serious business, but funny too. For all its funereal connotations 
and remembrances of death, the work is undeniably humourous. It is a gentle, affectionate comedy, 
not mocking, but familial and cosy. Jenna’s great-grandmother seems to levitate, defying death, but 
is also turning in her grave - the work spins on double meanings.

Throughout these works, the artists explore, seeking to understand unfamiliar territory through  
gentle touch, attentive listening and mimicry. These are experimental modes of being in the world. 
They approach with their fingers spread in front, senses tuned to knife-edge like sharpness. They  
welcome moments that are immersive, tactile and felt, and they offer us, their audience, entry to 
these states. These connotations of exploration are not always easy; they may conjure troubling  
associations with colonialism and claims of ownership. Each gesture though is a gentle one,  
sometimes clumsy, sometimes funny, and sometimes vulnerable and pathetic. The qualities and  
states conjured through their performative acts are achieved through a risky remixing of interactions 
within environments, atmospheres and relationships. They jump in unprotected and leave you to  
follow – in your own ways – the tracks they leave. 
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Sasha Grbich is an installation artist, writer and visual art lecturer. Andrew Purvis is an independant 
curator, artist and arts writer. Both Grbich and Purvis are currently based in Adelaide, South Australia.



Jacobus Capone
Saudade, 2011, 13 hour performance, 3 screen video installation

Based in Perth, Western Australia, Capone maintains a practice that incorporates performance, photography, video installation, 
painting and site-specific work. Characteristically evocative and poetic, Capone’s work frequently combines physically  
punishing durational performances with majestic, sublime landscapes. In 2007, Capone traversed Australia by foot, in order to 
pour water from the Indian Ocean into the Pacific. Capone’s fragmented and delicate gestures are expressive and ephemeral 
forms of negotiation with greater forces, whether these be time, culture, the Earth or our own mortality.

Capone’s work has been shown in a range of prestigious solo and group exhibitions, most recently at ACCA’s New16, and as  
a finalist of the 2016 Fleurieu Art Prize. In 2017 his solo exhibition, Forgiving Night for Day, will be shown at the Perth Institute 
of Contemporary Art as part of Perth International Arts Festival. He has participated in numerous international festivals,  
fellowships, and residencies and he is the recipient of the 2016 John Stringer Prize. Capone received a Bachelor of Fine Art  
from Edith Cowan University in 2007.

Sasha Grbich  
with Ashley Kirkness, Manako Nemaia, Myra Faamausili, Samuel Nanai, Sam Verlinder, Liz Filimoemaka, Mana Maihia,  
Qiane Matata-Sipu, Charlotte Robinson, Karen Staniland, Caren Siegfried, Ollie Black and Kylie and Claire Eddy

Small Measures (2017) 2015-17, 2 channel video and sound installation

Grbich is an installation artist, writer and lecturer. Her art practice is undertaken in everyday contexts and considers human 
agency and roles in art making open to co-existivity with environments. Artworks are made contingently, locally and socially. 
Central to this process are acts of paying attention and methods that involved working closely with things and situations,  
motivated by curiosity and care. Grbich treats knowledge and meaning as immanent to a situation rather than the domain of 
artistic will. Her methods resist fixity by presenting artworks as open events through the alterity of iterative performances.  
A crucial method of her art making is that of situating others and herself in positions of not knowing – open to surprise. 

Grbich has exhibited extensively including Te Uru (Auckland), PICA (WA), Margret Lawrence Gallery (VIC), SASA Gallery,  
Fontanelle and FELTSpace, among other experimental spaces in South Australia. She has developed and presented work at the  
performative edge of visual arts practice through long-term relationship with Vitalstatistix including the three-year  
Cutaway Project, Adhocracy and Climate Century. Currently working at Adelaide Central School of Art, Grbich teaches  
sculpture, video and installation, as well as coordinating the School’s BVA and Honours degrees. In 2015 she completed  
postgraduate research at University of South Australia in performative installation practices.  

Tanya Lee
Personal Space, 2013, 4 channel video installation

Lee’s cross-disciplinary practice works across sculpture, performance and drawing to glean absurd humour from the  
idiosyncrasies of everyday life. Lee fabricates elaborate costumes with which she humorously attempts to engage in daily tasks 
and routines. These performances exist as both video documentation and often as interactive, live art experiences. Lee’s  
performances construct incongruous, farcical, and even futile narratives that subvert the protocols and politics of every day 
social environments.

Originally from a remote wheat-belt town in Western Australia, Lee completed a BA (Fine Art) at Curtin University. Lee’s studies 
have also included a year as a visiting scholar at the École Nationale Supérieur d’Art de Dijon (ENSAD) in Dijon, France. In 2009, 
Lee completed her MA (Fine Art) at Curtin University.

Lee was selected for Hatched: National Graduate Exhibition at the Perth Institute of Contemporary Art. She has also had a solo 
exhibition at the Fremantle Arts Centre and been commissioned to create new work for Here&Now15 at the Lawrence Wilson 
Art Gallery in Perth, Western Australia and New16 at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, Melbourne, Victoria. Most 
recently, Lee participated in Salamanca Art Centre’s SITUATE LAB 2016 Art In Festivals program in Hobart, Tasmania.

Jenna Pippett
Levitate, 2016-17, chairs, cloth, fastenings, screen, digital video loop

An Adelaide based artist, Pippett works in digital media, drawing inspiration from collected family memorabilia. Engaging with  
personal history, Pippett alters memories leading to interchangeable ways of viewing past events. Responding to the final  
photograph of her great-grandmother surrounded by family, Pippett re-creates the scene, drawing on subtle elements of  
performance and illusion. Piecing together an understanding of her great-grandmother, the work presented acts as a  
summoning of action and memory. 

Pippett graduated in 2012 from Adelaide Central School of Art, completing a Bachelor of Visual Art with Honours. Pippett was 
selected for Hatched: National Graduate Exhibition at the Perth Institute of Contemporary Art. She also exhibited in the 2013 
Helpmann Academy Graduate Exhibition, in which she received the City of Adelaide Award. She has exhibited in a solo capacity 
at Adelaide City Council’s Art Pod (2013), FELTspace (2014, SA), Constance ARI (2014, TAS), SEVENTH Gallery (2016, VIC) and 
Sawtooth ARI (2017, TAS).

Pippett has also participated in a number of group exhibitions, including at Greenaway Gallery/GAG Projects (SA),  
Screen Space (VIC), AEAF: odradek (SA), Video Platform: Art Stage Singapore (Singapore) and Muratcentoventidue: Arte  
Contemporanea (Italy), amongst others.

Kate Power
Unknowing, 2016-17, wood, chewed paper, plaster, paint, tablets, 4 channel video, 2.65 x 3 m

Power is an artist and writer based in Adelaide. Her practice embraces video, performance, textiles, sculpture and installation  
to investigate coexistence and enforced social constructions that can complicate the way people relate to one another. Power 
observes social environments to think about how seemingly insignificant moments affect us psychologically and physiologically. 
She performs micro moments that occur between people with an emphasis on the humorous outcomes of navigating socially 
acceptable behavior. These ideas in turn form a framework to consider loneliness, dysfunction, uncertainty and suppressed 
desire. Through a lens of queer and feminist theories, Power considers modes of generating knowledge through everyday  
experiences and making processes. 

Power is a graduate with first class Honours from the South Australian School of Art. She has been awarded the Constance Gor-
don-Johnson Sculpture and Installation Prize, Carclew Professional Development grants and Helpmann Academy grants. Power 
has exhibited at the Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia (SA), BLINDSIDE (VIC), Seventh Gallery (VIC),  
Fontanelle (SA), Paper Mountain (WA), FELTspace (SA), Light Square Gallery (SA) and Sydney Contemporary Art Fair (NSW).  
She has recently undertaken residencies at SIM in Reykjavik, Iceland and at NARS Foundation in Brooklyn, New York.
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